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TEAM CAPABILITY
The Gold Coast Cultural Precinct has numerous challenges - starting with inherent
hydrological issues, complexities and challenges of movement/arrival, through to
staging and delivery. Therefore rather than a single specific response to the site, we
have outlined a design process and methodology that is guided by collective sensibilities
about site, place and culture. We are a collaborative team with great expertise, skill,
knowledge and a track record in these project types, both locally and internationally.

Clare kirk | ARCHITECTURE & URBAN DESIGN | BRISBANE-SYDNEY

wHY ARCHITECTURE & design | ARCHITECTURE | LOS ANGELES, CA

TOM LEADER STUDIO | LANDSCAPE & MASTER PLANNING | Berkeley, CA

CLARE KIRK is the joint venture practice established by leading Australian studios,
Richard Kirk Architect and 2010 joint RAIA Gold Medallists Lindsay and Kerry Clare.
With current and extensive gallery, public and cultural architecture expertise, CLARE
KIRK presents a strategic coupling focused on the delivery of iconic, functional,
technically advanced, and environmentally innovative buildings throughout Australia.

Founded in 2003 by Kulapat Yantrasast and Yo-ichiro Hakomori, wHY Architecture is
a collaborative workshop for creativity in architecture and design, that harnesses the
power of collegiality and interdisciplinary creativity to solve the problems of our time.
Woven into all of our work is the common thread of bringing art, culture and space
together in a pragmatic, stimulating dialog that enriches the human experience.

The practice’s work is highly regarded internationally and driven by:

Our work extends upstream of the traditional architecture practice to bring people
together to do great things, drawing from the distinct culture of each client to create
unique solutions and to advance new ideas for their success. Our team brings together
a diversity of experience from museum projects all over the world; from master planning
to exhibition design. Our deep-seated respect for ecology coupled with technical skill
means that all of our work is infused with a quiet but high degree of sustainability. wHY
approaches every project with a set of principles that guide the execution of a design:

We seek a fresh, often alternative approach, to experiment with process, methods and
materials. At the same time, we know what we’re doing, who we’re doing it with and
who needs to be involved. We don’t specialise in a particular type of work, but draw
on broad experience from over 30 years of practice with public and private clients
at all scales. However, this hasn’t worn down our edges as much so sharpened our
awareness of how to maneuver on behalf of clients, where to apply effort, where to
yield, ways to be heard and ways to listen.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Creative solutions, notable for their simplicity and performance
Sensitive contextual response
Progressive, sustainable initiatives and technologies
Ability to balance public and private interests
Ability to meet budget and programme
Leadership of large project teams

CLARE KIRK brings together over 40 state and national Institute awards across all
project categories. Proposed Project Director, Richard Kirk FRAIA, will manage and
guide the diverse multi-disciplinary team.

•
•
•
•

PROVEN
CAPABILITY

ROLE |		
		
		

The power of architecture to influence and inspire
Clarity of thought communicated through design and construction
Invisible green architecture that provides a cohesive unity of aesthetics and ethics
through surprise and sustainability
An acupuncture architecture that heals, rejuvenates and provides a new sense of
clarity and strength to the surroundings and the community

Gallery of Modern Art Brisbane | as Design Directors for Architectus
Docklands Library, Melbourne Aus
Newcastle Art Gallery, Newcastle Aus
ABC Brisbane Accommodation Project, Brisbane Aus
QSO Rehearsal Space at ABC, Brisbane Aus
Cutting Edge, Brisbane Aus
USC Chancellery, Sunshine Coast Aus
UQ Advanced Engineering Building (AEB), Brisbane Aus

PROVEN

Local Gallery & Public Architecture Expertise & Leadership
Local Design Perspective & Project Delivery
Site B Urban Design & Master Plan

ROLE |		
		

CAPABILITY

We are designers. We love to make things, to build with strength as well as compassion.
It’s essential to understand how things work, to investigate ecology and culture in our
projects, to create landscapes that can sustain themselves. Each new landscape yields
important data to inform and alter the next project. This is a time-honored process
for which there is no substitute. Modes and fetishes are a distraction. Manifestos are
boring.
We are not landscape urbanists any more than we are digital prophets or protean art
makers. Our work is a social practice by necessity. We like to know a client as a person,
what they seek and why they seek it. We like to know the community we are working in,
because even for a brief period, we join with them.

Fort Worth Museum Of Modern Art | with Tadao Ando Architects & Associates
Grand Rapids Art Museum, Michigan USA
Harvard Art Museums | with Renzo Piano
Art Bridge, Los Angeles USA
Art Institute Of Chicago Gallery Redesign, Chicago USA
Portal To The Point State Park, Pittsburgh USA
Speed Art Museum. Louisville USA
Tyler Museum Of Art, Texas USA

PROVEN

International Museum Expertise
LEED Museum Expertise

ROLE |		
		

CAPABILITY

St. Petersburg Pier, Florida USA | with Michael Maltzan Architects
RiverFirst, Minneapolis USA | with KVA
Railroad Park with GA Studio, Birmingham USA
Shanghai Poly, Shanghai CHINA
Jaypee Greens, Delhi INDIA
Hon Kwok City Center, Shenzhen CHINA
Stanford Academic Walk Art Project, Stanford USA
Transbay Terminal and Tower, San Francisco USA
International Waterscape & Landscape Design Expertise
International Master Plan & Renewal Expertise
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PREVIOUS WORK

new arts museum & living arts centre | clare kirk + why architecture

1

3

4

CLARE KIRK WHY TLS + ARUP
combines Australian & International
designers of high regard.
Clare Kirk, renowned Australian
architects
with
demonstrated
expertise in urban design, gallery
and performance spaces. wHY,
designers of the world’s first
sustainable gallery LEED Platinum.
TLS, a superstar in the landscape
world noted for exemplary land and
waterscapes of rich design narratives
that make memorable places.

1 | Grand Rapids Art Museum
Grand Rapids, Michigan USA
2

5

Completed in 2007, Grand Rapids
was the first museum in the world to
be certified LEED Gold.
2 | Perry Rubenstein Gallery
Hollywood, California USA
A gallery widely regarded as grand,
but gracious and human in scale;
visually dynamic and quietly poetic.
3 | Gallery of Modern Art
Southbank, Brisbane AUS
Considered one of Australia’s most
premier modern art galleries.

MASTER PLAN & ARTSCAPE | tom leader studio
6

4 | ABC Brisbane Headquarters
South Bank, Brisbane AUS
Completed in 2012, the 5 star Green
Star project also includes media
production studios and performance
and rehearsal spaces for the
Queensland Symphony Orchestra.
5 | AEB UQ
Brisbane AUS
The 5 star Green Star benchmark
project, to be completed 2013,
includes exemplary acoustic and
sustainable spaces.
6 | St. Petersburg Pier
St. Petersburg, Florida USA
A comprehensive new landmark for
St. Petersburg to that engages ideas
of sustainability, climate and the
city’s relationship to the bay.
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Green Bridge | Technology as Art
The bridge is considered a vital part of both Surfer’s
Paradise and the Precinct, providing functionality and
iconography to the cityscape. It also allows the project to
pursue sustainable movement strategies where reliance
on cars declines in favor of greener modes.
In light of this, it is proposed the iconic green bridge
connect directly between the Cultural Precinct and Surfer’s
Paradise. In a unique and memorable way it becomes an
extension of Surfer’s, adding color and dimension to the
amenities it offers visitors and residents.

NARRATIVE RESPONSE

Evandale Precinct
The site enjoys several advantages:
access to water, resolved ownership
& existing structures (several of
which can remain and provide
interim space as the scheme unfolds
over time). It also has one key
disadvantage which is its distance
and access from the urban centre of
the Gold Coast.

Artscape | Sustainability & Beauty
The new park and its creative opportunities are generated
through a restructured topography that create a rich
aquatic & terrestrial environment. Subtropical gardens in
the manner of Burle Marx, unfold as one traverses the
topographical wave fields enveloped in local flora and
assorted emergent flowering wetland species.  
Temporary “artscapes” are generally far more successful,
in both artistic and life-cycle costs and also for their
sense of renewal as a landscape palimsest, rather than
permanent sculpture gardens. The artscape follows tidal
and flooding conditions as they are registered in the
landscape. The lagoon and ponds receive and bio-filter
site run-off before it is directed to the river. The fresh onsite water is kept separate from the river by a series of
weirs and earthen causeways, allowing site water to be
kept cleaner and at a stable water level.

Frequently projects such as this are
sited and designed to leverage the
cultural amenities it offers to create
an arts and entertainment district
and stimulate new residential and
commercial growth. This site as it
currently operates will require almost
all visitors driving a car through more
suburban neighbourhoods and the
construction of major new parking on
a site with high water table.

Great Terrace & Precinct Canopy
The Great Terrace, sited between the Living Arts and
New Arts, is defined by a field of luminescent petals. The
timber-structure canopies are like trees and represent the
life the site needs for sustenance and nourishment. These
energy trees collect water, provide shade, generate power
and provide light to the Precinct at night.
Living Arts Centre
The existing performance space is retained as the inner
core for the additional functions for the Living Arts Centre.
The collection of spaces are then cloaked in a new skin that
allow the form to be sculptured and finessed to address
the entry from the Great Terrace. The entire structure will
glow at night and act as a beacon to the Centre of Surfers
Paradise. The carved and curvilinear forms address the
surrounding public spaces and to merge with the ground
plane as a way to emphasis connectivity.
New Arts Museum
The Museum embraces landscape, water and culture.
Adjacent to the existing Living Arts, the two buildings
render a space of arrival: a gathering space & promenade.
Traditional museum program is decentralised and linked
by a great hall, connecting the permanent collections with
a garden setting and creating hero views to Surfer’s and
the lagoon.
Site B | Partnership Site
The existing urban settings on all sides of the Evandale
precinct are generally undistinguished and offer little
support to the vision and ambition envisaged for the site.
We need to manipulate the setting to our advantage. Site
B will contain mixed use development sites, as well as
a re-organised and enhanced Civic Precinct. Partnership
functions will be complimentary to both vision and practice
of the Cultural Precinct. The site is envisaged as a cultural
village - a vibrant living, working and play place. Here,
public parking and a transport interface is concealed in
above-ground structures.

1 | A precinct that draws on the famous
Gold Coast beach culture in the
generation of an internationally
recognised cultural precinct

2 | Sustainability linked with beauty to
generate a self-nourishing site that
creates a green link for the city and
a benchmark for the world

3 | A flexible development model that
allows an incremental approach to
staging and potential funding from
Site B
1
2
3
4
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SITE PLAN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Green Bridge
Artscape
Boardwalk Walkways
Mounded Landscape
Living Arts Centre
New Arts Museum
Great Terrace & Canopy
Pavilion Spaces
Lagoon
Amphitheater
Island Stage
Constructed Weirs
Mixed Use Development, Parking Under
Commercial Partnership Sites
Civic Administration
4

12

2
15

11
5

9

10

2
1

3
8

7

12

14

6
13

EXISTING CONDITION

STAGE 1 | SITE B

STAGE 2 | Remake The Landscape & Create Green Bridge Link

STAGE 3 | Canopy & New Arts Museum

STAGE 4 | Refurbish Living Arts Centre
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ARTSCAPE & GREEN BRIDGE
1

4
2
3

1|

artscape & riverwalks

2|

Discovery Through Landscape, An Art Safari

3|

gallery & pavilions

13

4

17
18

1

2

8

14

9
11

1

Nerang River front environment

2

Artscape and outdoor sculpture elements

3

Accessible boardwalk walkways through mounded
riverfront landscape

20

16

7

3

5

Civic Celebration At The Water’s Edge

12

6
10

4

amphitheater & island shoreline

Maintaining Existing, Veiled With New Identity

Grand Terrace At The Lagoon

5

4|

living arts CENTRE

21
19

15

Proposed New Arts Museum

12

Living Arts Center with revamped skin

17

7

Adjacent outdoor gallery space and sculpture
elements placed throughout great pedestrian loop

13

Artscape and outdoor sculpture elements placed
throughout proposed landscape

Proposed amphitheater and stone break wall
walkway along island shoreline

18

Island stage for concerts and performances

8

14

Great Pedestrian Loop

Intimate gathering spaces created by the mounding
landscape allow for varied programming and
functionality to occur throughout

Stone pavilion spaces allow for adjacent programming
and outdoor functions to occur throughout

9

Timber umbrella shade and rain water collection
canopy system

15

Proposed freshwater lagoon

19

16

20

Great Pedestrian Loop

Re-establishment of native wildlife and vegetation

10

Proposed freshwater lagoon

Establishment of native wildlife and vegetation
ecosystems along shoreline and throughout lagoon

Constructed weirs of native planting and vegetation
control flow and percolation of freshwater from
lagoon into Nerang River

21

Personal boater quays placed throughout lagoon

6
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NEW ARTS MUSEUM & LIVING ARTS CENTRE
4 |
Perforated
Shroud
Envelopes
Building

New Arts Museum
A critical element in galvanising the precinct, the New Arts Museum is
conceived not as a monument but as an accessible collection of discrete
experiences compellingly related to the garden.
The eastern face of the Museum Great Hall greets those arriving on the
bridge from Surfer’s Paradise. Here, an open-air green amphitheatre
plays host to intimate concerts, performance pieces, and unprogrammed events.

3 |
Infrastructure
Realigned To
New Programme

The Museum sits above carparks underneath the structure to raise the
functional platform above the critical flood levels, creating a terraced
garden to the north and affording the opportunity to bridge directly to the
plaza level of the private developments to the south. The higher elevation
positions the Museum for more commanding views and greater visual
prominence within the precinct. Additionally, the terraced garden allows
access directly from the park to the podium-level learning center, work
spaces, and research center independent of the main entry.

2 |
Building
Refurbished &
Redressed

1 |
Valuable
Infrastructure
Retained

LIVING ARTS
CENTRE

The new carved, curvilinear forms of the
refurbished Centre address the surrounding
public spaces and to merge with the ground
plane as a way to emphasis connectivity.

LINKING
CANOPY

1 | Typical Gallery Programme

A sheltering canopy with formal references to marine ecologies
The Great Hall is non-directional, arcing across the
link the New Arts to the Living Arts and Lagoon, creating a Great typical gallery
southeast
of
the Precinct,
linking a series of pavilions
typical
program
galleryportion
program
typical
gallery program
Terrace and generating place of arrival. The canopy also works
in an arrangement that is as much encompassing the
to capture sun and water for use on site.
garden as encompassed by it.

2 | Decentralised Programme

The configuration affords enhancement of functionality,
enabling
operational
autonomy
fordecentralized
the Museum within
the
decentralized
decentralized
program
program
program
precinct and allowing community components of the program
to be visible and functional as true community assets.

3 | Great Hall

4 | Axes, Circulation & Views

Collections can be accessed sequentially via the Great
Hall or individually via the
garden
during
change-over great
of
great
hallgreat
hall
hall
temporary exhibits.

circulation
In its positioning at the lagoon edge, the Museum takes
advantage of a critical footprint on the site, capturing dramatic
sight-lines of Surfers Paradise to the east and the Nerang River
to the south-east .
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